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Efficient operation of a high-power X-band traveling wave tube amplifier
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~Received 26 July 1999; accepted for publication 23 August 1999!

We report experimental results demonstrating 54% power conversion efficiency~43% energy
conversion efficiency!, from a two-stageX-band traveling wave tube amplifier designed for
high-power operation. The first stage of the amplifier is a 12-cm-long Boron Nitride dielectric
section used to modulate the electron beam. The second stage consists of a long high-phase-velocity
bunching section followed by a short low-phase-velocity output section. Output powers of up to 78
MW with narrow spectrum width were obtained with;700 kV,;200 A beam. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!02642-X#
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Relativistic traveling wave tube~TWT! amplifiers have
been investigated as sources for a number of applicat
requiring high power microwaves, including particle acc
erators and radar.1–3 The microwave energy conversion effi
ciency and spectral purity have been two of the major c
cerns in these devices. About 40% peak power conver
efficiency at theX band was reported in Ref. 2, but wit
;50% of the power in sidebands. A transit time isolati
method was then successfully exploited to improve the sp
trum of the output microwaves,3 but high electric fields limit
the extractable power and the method limits the pulse len
Efforts to improve the microwave conversion efficiency a
the frequency and phase stability have led via particle in
~PIC! code simulations to the traveling wave bunch compr
sion and axial extraction concepts described previousl4,5

The former concept is used to enhance beam bunching w
is essential for efficient energy conversion, while the lat
eliminates the reabsorption of the microwave energy by
electrons. In this letter we report the demonstration on b
concepts experimentally. The use of carefully designed s
ers and transition section minimize reflections, and he
sideband formation, without limiting the microwave outp
power level and pulse length.

We show in Fig. 1~a! a schematic of the experiment
arrangement. A 7-mm-diam pencil beam is extracted from
field emission graphite cathode located in the fringing m
netic field region of a solenoid used to confine the beam.
magnetic field level in the interaction region is;5 kG. The
rf input is fed into the amplifier via a tunable sidearm a
rangement. This arrangement reduces the reflected pow
less than 10% of the input power, and converts;80% of the
input microwave signal into the circular TM01 mode. The
amplifier has two stages and;40 dB gain. The first stage
uses a;12 cm Boron Nitride dielectric section in which th
wave phase velocity at 9 GHz is synchronous with the e
trons at 700 kV. In the dielectric stage, the input power
absorbed by the electron beam and produces modula
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This section of dielectric loaded waveguide is followed by
SiC sever and a nonuniform disk loaded amplifier havin
two sections. The first section is a 45 cell bunching sectio
designed to optimize bunching, in which the cold wav
phase velocity is 1.0 c at 9.21 GHz and is followed by a
cell low phase velocity section used as the output, design
for high rf conversion efficiency. The wave phase velocity in
the output section is 0.79 c at 9.21 GHz. The buncher and t
output sections are separated by a tapered four-cell tran
tion. The cells had a periodic length of 0.75 cm, of which
0.15 cm is the disk width. The designed outer radius of th
cells is 1.713 cm, and the inner radii for the bunching an
output section cells are 1.175 and 1.075 cm, respective
The amplifier was designed using the PIC codeMAGIC6 to
optimize the output power and the beam microwave conve
sion efficiency. The detailed design was based on operati
at 9.0 GHz, but experiments showed the best operation
9.21 GHz. The cold phase velocities in both the buncher a
the output sections are about 5% greater at 9.0 GHz than
9.21 GHz. Figure 1~b! shows the dispersion relations of

,

ofFIG. 1. Schematic of experimental arrangement~a!, dispersion relation of
TM01 mode of the disk loaded sections~b!, power evolution in the second
stage~c!.
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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TM01 modes inside the two sections of the structure. T
dispersion relations of the structure show the broadband
ture of the amplifier. The disk loaded amplifier section w
terminated at each end in gradual tapers to the outside d
eter of the cylindrical guide. An additional SiC absorber w
added prior to the buffer amplifier as shown in Fig. 1. T
severs and tapers, which are used to electrically isolate
amplifier and to minimize reflections, are important for hi
gain operation. Shown in Fig. 1~c! is the simulated powe
evolution along the second stage. The interaction lead
tight bunching in the high phase velocity section. The mic
wave power levels only grows substantially after the co
pression is complete and continues in the short low pha
velocity output section. With proper design a simulati
power conversion efficiency of;58% may be obtained.

A Rogowski coil was used to measure the beam curr
immediately after the dielectric stage and a calibrated elec
probe was used to measure the microwave power. The
pling coefficient of the probe for the TEM and TM01 mode
was calibrated using a 250 kW magnetron. The freque
response measurement shows the absence of any na
band resonance typically associated with standing wave

In Fig. 2~a! we show the typical time dependence of t
beam voltage, beam current, and amplified microwave sig
and in Fig. 2~b! the fast Fourier transform~FFT! of the het-
erodyne signal. The output microwave signal follows t
shape of the beam current. All of the data in Fig. 2 are ta
from one shot. The FFT shows the clean narrow band sp
trum of the output microwave signal with a width approx
mately equal to that determined by the pulse duration. T
carrier frequency of the output microwaves is always eq
to the input microwave frequency within our measurem
precision~;61 MHz!. Pulse shortening and sidebands a
not observed in these experiments. No parasitic hybrid e
tromagnetic~HEM! was observed, though the structure
long and the TM01 mode and HEM11 lower mode inside the
structure have almost overlapping dispersion relations.7 We
mention that since pulse shortening of the microwave sig
and beam loss, may occur in amplifiers unless care was ta
to suppress growth of the HEM modes.8

In Fig. 3~a! we show the measured gain of the amplifi
as a function of frequency from 9 to 9.48 GHz. The gain
significantly lower than;65 dB, obtained by use of th
Pierce gain parameter for synchronous operations. The
perimental data illustrate the broadband nature of the dev

FIG. 2. Typical traces of beam voltage~top!, current~middle!, and micro-
wave ~bottom! ~a!, and FFT~b!.
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Figure 3~b! shows the variation of the output signal with th
input microwave power level at 9.21 GHz. A similar curv
was obtained at 9.48 GHz.

In the absence of the output mode converter, the ou
microwaves in the TM01 mode were dumped into a SiC load
The measured microwave power conversion efficiency w
;45%. The mode converter increases the power conver
efficiency to 54% corresponding to 43.4% energy convers
efficiency. The increase of the efficiency arises since the c
ter conductor decouples the electrons from the amplifi
wave, and hence eliminates microwave energy loss du
reacceleration of the electrons. The efficiency numbers
slightly lower than the maximum power conversion ef
ciency predicted in the simulations. The lower energy co
version efficiency is associated with the rise and fall time
the beam and with longer pulses should be closer to
power efficiency.

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated
54% efficiency, pure spectrum TWT amplifier design a
operation. The design is based on PIC simulations of a h
phase velocity TWT section for beam bunching, followed
a low phase velocity output section. Pulse shortening was
observed in the amplifier. Similar data have been obtai
using an amplifier with a 2 GHz bandwidth for the TM01

mode. The gain per unit length is higher than that repor
for the structure described in this letter. The other results
similar to those reported above.

This work was supported by the DOE and AFOSR und
the HPM MURI program. The simulation code was provid
by MRC.
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FIG. 3. Gain vs frequency~a!, the variation of the output power with the
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